Recently, passive air sampling in indoor air monitoring of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) has received increasing attention, because it is easy to handling and low cost sampling method. However, in order to calculate concentration of each target VOCs, information of sampling rate (SR) is needed. Therefore, one of the aims of this study is to establish the method convenient to obtain SR by exposure test which adopt a small and cost-effective exposure chamber. The result show that this approach was effective, because the sampling rate obtained are comparable with reference value and are reproducible result. Another aim is evaluations of effect of adsorbent and sampler case of passive air sampler to SR. The six passive air samplers consist two kinds of passive air sampler cases and three kinds of absorbents were exposed to VOCs for 24 hours and SR are determined. The results showed that sampler case and adsorbent affect the value of SR.
Protocol conditions for evaluating the performance of diffusive samplers 
